Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of
the Universe - Benjamin Alire Saenz
Aristotle and Dante; 1
LGBT/Romance
Aristotle is an angry teen with a brother in
prison. Dante is a know-it-all who has an unusual way
of looking at the world. When the two meet at the
swimming pool, they seem to have nothing in
common. But as the loners start spending time
together, they discover that they share a special
friendship - the kind that changes lives and lasts a
lifetime. And it is through this friendship that Ari and
Dante will learn the most important truths about
themselves and the kind of people they want to be.
Serendipity— edited by Marissa Meyer
Short stories/Romance
The secret admirer. The fake relationship. The
matchmaker. From stories of first love,
unrequited love, love that surprises, love
that's been there all along, 10 of the brightest and
award-winning authors writing YA have taken on some
of your favourite romantic tropes, embracing them and
turning them on their heads.

Aristotle and Dante Dive Into the Waters
of the World—Benjamin Alire Saenz
Aristotle and Dante; 2
LGBT/Romance
Ari has spent all of high school hiding who
he really is, staying silent and invisible. He
expected his senior year to be the same. But
something in him cracked open when he fell in love
with Dante, and he can't go back. Suddenly he finds
himself reaching out to new friends, standing up to
bullies and making his voice heard. And, always, there
is Dante - dreamy, witty Dante - who can get on Ari's
nerves and fill him with desire all at once. The boys are
determined to forge a path for themselves in a world
that doesn't understand them. But when Ari is faced
with a shocking loss, he'll have to fight like never
before to create a life that is truthfully, joyfully his
own.

At the end of everything - Marieke Nikkamp
Dystopian
The Hope Juvenile Treatment Center is
ironically named. No one has hope for the delinquent
teenagers who have been exiled there; the world
barely acknowledges that they exist. Then the guards
at Hope start acting strange. And one day they don't
show up. But when the teens band together to make a
break from the facility, they encounter soldiers outside
the gates. There's a rapidly spreading infectious
disease outside, and no one can leave their houses or
travel without a permit. Which means that they're
stuck at Hope. And this time, no one is watching out
for them at all. As supplies quickly dwindle and a
deadly plague tears through their ranks, the
group has to decide whom among them they
can trust and figure out how they can survive
in a world that has never wanted them in the
first place.
White bird—R.J. Palacio
Graphic
Julian discovers the moving and powerful tale
of his grandmother, who was hidden from the
Nazis as a young Jewish girl in occupied
France during the Second World War.

Fish out of water - Kate Hendrick
Life is pretty simple for fifteen-year-old Finn:
just keep following the black line in the pool.
But in a moment it all changes: distracted by
a familiar face in the crowd, he falters on the
blocks and loses not just the race, but the singleminded focus that has driven him this far. Did he really
see what he thinks he saw? It doesn't seem possiblenot after what happened-but now Finn can't stop
wondering, and everything is starting to unravel. For
the first time, he's got no idea what he's supposed to
do or who he's supposed to listen to.
That weekend—Kate Thomas
Mystery/Thriller
It was supposed to be the perfect prom
weekend getaway. But it's clear something
terrible happened when Claire wakes up
alone and bloodied on a hiking trail with no memory of
the past forty-eight hours. Now everyone wants
answers--most of all, Claire. She remembers Friday
night, but after that nothing. And now Kat and Jesse-her best friends--are missing. What happened on the
mountain? And where are Kat and Jesse?

In the wild light—Jeff Zentner
Life in a small Tennessee town is not easy.
Cash lost his mother to an opioid addiction
and his Papaw is dying slowly from
emphysema. Dodging drug dealers and
watching out for his smart but troubled best friend,
Delaney, is second nature to Cash. But when Delaney
manages to secure both of them full scholarships to an
elite school in Connecticut, Cash will have to grapple
with his need to protect and love Delaney, and his fears
about abandoning his old life.
See all the stars—Kit Frick
Thriller
Ellory so broken now. It's hard to find the
truth beneath the lies you tell yourself.
Then: They were four-Bex, Jenni, Ellory, Ret.
Electric, headstrong young women; Ellory's
whole solar system. Now: Ellory is alone, her once
inseparable group of friends torn apart by secrets,
deception, and a shocking incident that changed their
lives forever.

The monster of her age—Danielle Binks
Ellie Marsden was born into the legendary
Lovinger acting dynasty. Granddaughter of
the infamous Lottie Lovinger, as a child Ellie
shared the silver screen with Lottie in her
one-and-only role playing the child monster in a cult
horror movie. The experience left Ellie deeply
traumatised and estranged from people she loved.
Now seventeen, Ellie has returned home to Hobart for
the first time in years. Lottie is dying and Ellie wants to
make peace with her before it's too late. But
forgiveness feels like playing make-believe, and
memories are like ghosts.
Man down—James Goodhand
Will Parks is being followed. Someone is
watching him, feeding him glimpses of the
future - steering him down paths he would
never have dared to take alone. But these
supernatural tip-offs are doing more for Will
than just boosting his popularity, or keeping him out of
trouble in the dead-end town he calls home. They have
a purpose. Because a tragedy is coming. One that only
Will can prevent. But only if he is ready to step up.
Only if he's prepared to become the man he's meant to
be.

Giften—Leyla Suzan
Ever since The Darkening, survival has been a
struggle. The people of the Field toil on
parched earth, trying to forge a life amid
dwindling resources. As one of the Giften,
Ruthie is a saviour to her isolated community: her
hands hold the rare ability to raise food from dead soil.
But she is also its greatest danger. In the City lurks a
dark army, intent on hunting Giften to harness their
power, destroying all who stand in their way. With the
threat growing ever stronger, Ruthie and her friends
must leave behind all they have ever known and
embark on a quest that will pitch them towards the
City, and unknowable danger.
The other side—Jody Houser
Stranger things; 1
Graphic
When Will Byers finds himself in the Upside
Down, an impossible dark parody of his
own world, he's understandably frightened.
But that's nothing compared with the fear that takes
hold when he realizes what's in that world with him!

One for sorrow—Zoe Sugg
The Magpie Society; 1
Mystery
Illumen Hall is a boarding school of tradition
and achievement. But tragedy strikes when
the body of a student is discovered on the beach and
on her back is an elaborate tattoo of a magpie. For new
student Audrey, it is just another strange and
unsettling thing about her new surroundings, along
with the secrets the school seems to hide and its weird
obsession with magpies. For her roommate Ivy, the
death of her friend Lola is just one thing she
desperately wants to get past - and having a new
student asking questions and cluttering up her
personal space is not helping a bit.
Heartstopper—Alice Oseman
Graphic/Romance
Charlie Spring sits next to rugby player Nick
Nelson in class one morning. A warm and
intimate friendship follows, and that soon
develops into something more for Charlie, who doesn't
think he has a chance. But Nick is struggling with
feelings of his own, and as the two grow closer and
take on the ups and downs of high school, they come
to understand the surprising and delightful ways in
which love works.

Legendborn—Tracy Deonn
The legendborn cycle; 1
Fantasy
After her mother dies in an accident, sixteenyear-old Bree Matthews wants nothing to do with her
family memories or childhood home. A residential
programme for bright high-schoolers at UNC - Chapel
Hill seems like the perfect escape - until Bree witnesses
a magical attack her very first night on campus. A flying
demon feeding on human energies. A secret society of
so called Legendborn students that hunt the creatures
down. And a mysterious teenage mage who calls
himself a Merlin and who attempts - and fails - to wipe
Bree's memory of everything she saw.
The midnight club—Christopher Pike
Horror
In a hospice for teens with terminal illnesses,
five friends form the Midnight Club. They meet
every night to share spine-chilling stories.
Some are invented, some true. The strangest are a
mixture of the two. The club members make a pact whichever of them dies first will try to contact the
others from beyond the grave. The most incredible of
their stories is about to begin.

And the stars were burning brightly—Danielle
Jawando
When fifteen-year-old Nathan discovers that his older
brother Al, has taken his own life, his whole world is
torn apart. Al was special. Al was talented. Al was full
of passion and light so why did he do it? Convinced
that his brother was in trouble, Nathan decides to
retrace Al's footsteps. As he does, he meets Megan,
Al's former classmate, who is as determined as Nathan to keep Al's memory
alive. Together they start seeking answers,
but will either of them be able to handle
the truth about Al's death when they
eventually discover what happened?
The Agathas—Kathleen Glasgow
Mystery
Meet the Agathas: rich girl Alice and her
tutor Iris have nothing in common-but when
Alice's ex-boyfriend is accused of murder,
they're the only ones who see it for what it
is-a mystery worthy of the great Agatha
Christie.

Two for joy—Zoe Sugg
The Magpie Society; 2
Mystery
Audrey and Ivy, determined to bring their
fellow student Lola Radcliffe's killer to
justice, find themselves in the middle of
another mystery when a friend disappears in
suspicious circumstances. Their only clue is a
mysterious card left by the enigmatic Magpie Society.
With time running out and the police baffled, Audrey
and Ivy must delve deeper than ever into the dark
secrets that their school is hiding. But someone is
playing a deadly game. And to beat them, Audrey and
Ivy have to start rewriting the rules.
10 minutes to better mental health—Lee David
616.89
This book covers everything from dealing with worry
and anxiety and building your confidence,
to creating healthy life habits and positive
relationships. It includes sections to read,
questions to reflect on, video clips to watch
and things to try out in your
everyday life.

Playing with fire—April Henry
Thriller/Mystery
Natalia is not the kind of girl who takes
risks. Six years ago, she barely survived the
house fire that killed her baby brother. Now
she is cautious and always plays it safe. For
months, her co-worker Wyatt has begged her to come
hiking with him, and Natalia finally agrees. But when a
wildfire breaks out, blocking the trail back, a perfect
sunny day quickly morphs into a nightmare. With no
cell service, few supplies, and no clear way out of the
burning forest, a group of strangers will have to
become allies if they're going to survive. Hiking in the
dark, they must deal with injuries, wild animals and
even a criminal on the lam--before the fire catches
them.
The end and other beginnings—Veronica Roth
Science fiction/Short stories
Full of friendship and revenge, each story and setting is
more strange and wonderful than the last,
brimming with new technologies and beings.
And yet, in these futuristic lands, the people
must still confront deeply human emotions
and dilemmas.

Ghosted—Emily Barr
Ariel's accidental meeting with a handsome
stranger called Joe is completely perfect;
they have a connection like she's never
known before. They exchange numbers and
agree to meet when he is back from a trip
to France. But when Ariel messages him, the number
Joe gave her is disconnected. He's ghosted her. She
assumes she will never see him again. Except she does.
Again and again. Ariel returns to the place she and Joe
met, and is stunned to find him there, not in France as
he said he'd be, and behaving as if he has no idea who
she is. It turns out that their first meeting has been lifechanging for them both, actually it's even more than
that for Joe. But what do you do when - with every day
that passes - you're literally growing apart from the
best person you've ever known.
It’s not you, it’s me—Gabrielle Williams
Holly Fitzgerald has inexplicably woken up
inside the body of an LA teenager called
Trinity Byrne in 1980 - trapping Trinity in
Holly's forty-year-old body back in
Melbourne, 2020. Mind. Officially. Blown.
Holly finds herself navigating a brand-new body, family
and cute boy next door - not to mention rock band that
might just make it, and potential kidnapper.

She gets the girl—Rachael Lippincott
Romance
Alex Blackwood is a little bit headstrong,
with a dash of chaos and a whole lot of flirt.
She knows how to get the girl. Keeping her
on the other hand not so much. Molly
Parker has everything in her life totally in control,
except for her complete awkwardness with just about
anyone besides her mum. She knows she's in love with
the impossibly cool Cora Myers. She just hasn't actually
talked to her yet. Alex and Molly don't belong on the
same planet, let alone the same college campus, but
when their paths cross unexpectedly, and Alex
discovers Molly's hidden crush, they realise they might
have a common interest after all. Because maybe if
Alex can help Molly to get her dream girl, she can
prove to her ex that she's serious about love. As the
two embark on their five-step plans to get their girls to
fall for them, though, they both begin to wonder if
maybe they're the ones falling for each other.
Here be the Gerblins—Clint McElroy
Adventure zone; 1
Join Taako the elf wizard, Merle the dwarf
cleric, and Magnus the human warrior for an
adventure they are poorly equipped to
handle.

The soul hunters—Chris Bradford
The soul hunters; 1
Have you ever experienced dreams so vivid it
seems like you have lived them? Or had deja
vu so strong you're convinced you must have
been there before? For Genna, deja vu comes
almost as regularly as breathing. And that's exactly
what Genna thinks she is - regular. A regular schoolkid,
with a best friend who teases her for her love of history
class, and parents who nag her about homework. But
when a strange boy turns up in her life and starts acting
like he knows her, it sets in motion a chain of events
that turn Genna's world upside down. Her past is a lot
more complicated than she could ever have expected and her future even more so. Because Genna isn't
regular at all.

The soul prophecy—Chris Bradford
The soul hunters; 2
When Genna's parents are murdered, the
police put the tragedy down to a burglary gone
wrong. But Genna knows the truth: her nightmare is
far from over, and the Soul Hunters are back. With
home no longer safe, she flees to America to find
Phoenix, the only one who can help her. There she
meets other Incarnates and Soul Protectors, people
like her, tasked with protecting the Light. But it's not
long before Genna realizes the truth - nowhere is safe
for her, not while the Hunters are still seeking. And it's
only a matter of time before she comes face-to-face
with Tanas once more, miraculously incarnated into a
brand new body and hungry for Genna's soul. She can
try to run, but evil never dies

Fetch—Scott Cawthon
Fazbear frights; 2
Graphic
1:35am—Scott Cawthon
Fazbear frights; 3
Graphic

Loki—Marvel
Marvel-verse
Graphic
Thor—Marvel
Marvel-verse
Graphic

Traitor—Amanda McCrina
Historical
Seventeen-year-old Tolya Korolenko is half
Ukrainian, half Polish, and he joined the
Soviet Red Army to keep himself alive and
fed. When he not-quite-accidentally shoots his unit's
political officer in the street, he's rescued by a squad of
Ukrainian freedom fighters. They might have saved
him, but Tolya doesn't trust them. He especially
doesn't trust Solovey, the squad's war-scarred young
leader, who has plenty of secrets of his own. Then a
betrayal sends them both on the run. And in a city
where loyalty comes second to self-preservation, a
traitor can be an enemy or a savior--or sometimes
both. This title has common core connections.
Creepy cat vol. 1—Cotton Valent
Graphic
Flora has just moved into an old house with a
gothic flare and a hint of mystery. She soon
realizes that she's not alone in this place: a
weird cat already lives there, and it's not leaving. It
behaves like no cat she's ever seen, phasing through
solid objects and attempting to eat a police officer. As
Flora cozies up to her new creepy yet adorable roommate, she learns there are more spooky surprises in
store!

Truth or dare—Sophie McKenzie
Mystery
Fourteen-year-old Maya cannot believe she
has to spend the summer with her
grandmother, helping out at the family
cosmetics firm. But things get much more
exciting when she meets a community of activists who
are campaigning against the dumping of chemical
waste. Getting closer to one boy in particular, Bear,
Maya is dared into joining one of their protest missions,
but doesn't know that her grandmother's business is
the target. Someone has been lying about their
environmentally-friendly products, and as danger
threatens, Maya must uncover the truth or betray her
family forever.
What we all saw—Mike Lucas
Witches only exist in stories. Everyone
knows that. But what if the stories are real?
Four friends. Four truths. One nightmare. If
you wander into the wood. If you hear
scratching sounds from the Old Quarry. If
you go too close to the edge. WATCH. OUT.

The greatest thing—Sarah Winifred Seale
Graphic
It's the first day of Grade Ten, and Winifred
is going to reinvent herself. Now that her
two best (and only) friends have transferred
to a private school, Win must navigate high school on
her own. Luckily, she isn't alone for long. In art class,
she meets Oscar and April. They don't look or act like
the typical teenagers in her town: they're creative, a
little rebellious and seem comfortable in their own skin
in a way that Win can only dream of. But even though
Winifred is breaking out of her shell, there's one secret
she can't bear to admit to April and Oscar, or even to
herself - and this lie threatens everything. Win needs
to face her own truths, but she doesn't need to do it
alone.
Life of Melody—Mari Costa
Graphic
A human child abandoned in the woods is
discovered by an unlikely pair: Razzmatazz, a
fairy godfather, and Bon, a beast man. After
quarreling over the best way to handle the child, they
finally agree to co-parent in the human world--for now,
at least. What the two men don't expect is this little
arrangement will push them to discover more about
themselves and more about each other, which might
result in love.

Faraway girl—Fleur Beale
NZ
Etta is worried about her brother Jamie. The
doctors can find nothing wrong with him, but
he is getting weaker by the day. At breakfast
one morning, he seems to have lost it completely. In a
voice as pale as his face, he said, 'I think I can see a
ghost.' However, when they all turn to look, sure
enough, materialising on the window seat is a girl
about Etta's age, wearing a beautiful Victorian wedding
dress. Etta has to get off to school, she has no time for
this, but she is about to discover that time has a whole
new significance. She and her ghost companion have
no choice but to work out what is going on before
Jamie is lost for ever.
What’s the T? : the guide to all things trans and/or
nonbinary—Juno Dawson
306.768
Discover what it means to be a young
transgender and/or non-binary person in the
twenty-first century in this candid and funny
guide for teens.

Bluebird—Sharon Cameron
Historical
In 1946, Eva leaves behind the rubble of
Berlin for the streets of New York City,
stepping from the fiery aftermath of one war
into another, far colder one, where power is more
important than principles, and lies are more plentiful
than the truth. Eva holds the key to a deadly secret:
Project Bluebird -- a horrific experiment of the
concentration camps, capable of tipping the balance of
world power. Both the Americans and the Soviets want
Bluebird, and it is something that neither should ever
be allowed to possess. But Eva hasn't come to America
for secrets or power. She hasn't even come for a new
life. She has come to America for one thing: justice.

Wakers—Orson Scott Card
Science fiction
Laz is a side-stepper: a teen with the
incredible power to jump his consciousness
to alternate versions of himself in parallel
worlds. All his life, there was no mistake that a little
side-stepping couldn't fix. Until Laz wakes up one day
in a cloning facility on a seemingly abandoned Earth.
Laz finds himself surrounded by hundreds of other
clones, all dead, and quickly realizes that he too must
be a clone of his original self. Laz has no idea what
happened to the world he remembers as vibrant and
bustling only yesterday, and he struggles to survive in
the barren wasteland he's now trapped in. But the
question that haunts him isn't why was he created, but
instead, who woke him up and why?

The notorious Scarlett and Browne—Jonathan Stroud
The outlaws Scarlett and Browne; 2
Fantasy
Scarlett McCain and Albert Browne have outwitted
their pursuers and escaped into the wilderness once
more, and it's not long before they become
famous for their audacious heists across the
Seven Kingdoms. Yet neither is fully able to
escape the shackles of the past - as they
discover when a dangerous job turns sour.

The gravity of missing things—Marisa Urgo
Mystery
Flight 133 disappeared over the ocean. No
wreckage. No distress signal. Just gone.
Suddenly, everyone on the news and social
media is talking about whether the pilot intentionally
crashed it—everyone but me. Because I know her. The
pilot was my mom, and there's no way she would hurt
anyone. No one else knows that before she left, she
wrote me a note. Trust me, it said.

The blood traitor—Lynette Noni
Prison healer; 3
She'd failed them. All of them. And now she
was paying the price. Kiva thought she knew
what she wanted - revenge. But feelings
change, people change everything has changed. After
what happened at the palace, Kiva is desperate to know
if her friends and family are safe, and whether those
she wronged can ever forgive her. But with the
kingdoms closer to the brink of war than they've ever
been, and Kiva far away from the conflict, more is at
stake than her own broken heart.

Love & other great expectations—Becky Dean
Romance
Britt Hanson jumps at the chance to compete for a
literary scholarship--but this is no ordinary
competition. Britt must: 1) Travel to England. 2) Solve
clues that lead her to locations of classic novels. 3)
Write tales about her adventures. And when she meets
the bookish Luke Jackson, she's torn. Britt doesn't want
to get attached to the cute, young Englishman--and
besides, he can't actually help her with any of
the clues. But something about Luke compels
her to invite him along for the ride. This is
not the time to fancy a British boy or is it?

The merciless ones—Namina Forna
The gilded ones; 2
Fantasy
It's been six months since Deka freed the
goddesses in the ancient kingdom of Otera,
and discovered who she really is. But war is waging
across the kingdom, and the real battle has only just
begun. For there is a dark force growing in Otera - a
merciless power that Deka and her army must stop. Yet
hidden secrets threaten to destroy everything Deka has
known. And with her own gifts changing, Deka must
discover if she holds the key to saving Otera or if she
might be its greatest threat.

The shadow threat—Claudia Gray
House of El; 1
Graphic
Zahn is one of Krypton's elites: wealthy,
privileged, a future leader. Sera is one of
Krypton's soldiers: strong, dedicated, fearless. Their
rule-bound society has ordained that their paths
should never cross. But groundquakes are shaking the
planet's surface. Rebellious uprisings are shaking the
populace. Zahn and Sera must join forces to investigate
the hidden dangers truly threatening Krypton.

Finding Jupiter—Kelis Rowe
Romance
Ray has no time for romance. She queen of
the roller rink, she creates poetry from her
favourite books, and she's got her eyes set on
her own, independent future. Besides, she's seen what
loving someone too much - and losing them - can do to
a person. Orion would, just once, like to be smooth
with the girls. He looks the jock part his father wants
him to be, but really he's a hopeless romantic - and
when he spots Ray at the rink, if feels like the stars
have aligned.
The in between—Marc Klein
Romance
After bouncing around in foster homes for
most of her childhood, seventeen-year-old
Tessa Jacobs doesn't believe she deserves
love-not from her adoptive parents, and
certainly not from anyone at school. But everything
changes when she has a chance encounter with Skylar,
a senior from a neighboring town who's a true
romantic. Their budding relationship quickly leads to
the kind of passion you only see in the movies. As her
heart begins to open, Tessa starts to believe she might
be deserving of love after all.

See you yesterday—Rachel Lynn Solomon
Romance
Barrett Bloom is hoping college will be a fresh
start after a messy high school experience.
But when school begins on September 21st,
everything goes wrong. She’s humiliated by
the know-it-all in her physics class, she botches her
interview for the college paper, and at a party that
night, she accidentally sets a frat on fire. She panics and
flees, and when she realizes her roommate locked her
out of their dorm, she falls asleep in the common room.
The next morning, Barrett’s perplexed to find herself
back in her dorm room bed, no longer smelling of ashes
and crushed dreams. It’s September 21st. Again. And
after a confrontation with Miles, the guy from Physics
101, she learns she’s not alone—he’s been trapped for
months. When her attempts to fix her timeline fail, she
agrees to work with Miles to find a way out. Soon
they’re exploring the mysterious underbelly of the
university and going on wild, romantic adventures. As
they start falling for each other, they face the
universe’s biggest unanswered question yet: what
happens to their relationship if they finally make it to
tomorrow?

The girls I’ve been—Tess Sharpe
Thriller/mystery
Meet Nora. Also known as Rebecca,
Samantha, Hayley, Katie and Ashley - the
girls she's been. As the daughter of a con
artist who targets criminal men, Nora has
always had to play a part. But when her mother falls
for one of the men instead of conning him, Nora pulls
the ultimate con herself: escape. For five years she's
been playing at normal, but things are far from it when
Nora finds herself, Wes (her ex-boyfriend), and Iris (her
secret new girlfriend and mutual friend of Wes awkward) smack bang in the middle of a bank heist.
And it will take all of Nora's con artistry skills if she has
any hope of getting them out alive. The robbers are
trouble. Nora is something else entirely.
The taking of Jake Livingston—Ryan Douglas
Horror
Sixteen-year-old Jake Livingston sees dead
people everywhere. But he can't decide what's
worse: being a medium forced to watch the
dead play out their last moments on a loop or being at
the mercy of racist teachers as one of the few Black
students at St Clair Prep. Both are a living nightmare he
wishes he could wake up from.

The enemy delusion—Claudia Gray
House of El; 1
Graphic
Having learned of Krypton's possible fate, Sera
and Zahn find it increasingly difficult to
continue with their everyday lives. Sera's enhanced
fighting skills may impress General Zod, but they seem
to raise suspicions among her fellow soldiers. Zahn
finds it equally challenging to maintain his studies and
his friendships, as he carries both the knowledge of an
underground rebel group's plans and the experiments
conducted by Jor-El and Lara. Jor-El himself attempts to
alert the tribunes about the looming danger to the
planet.
Our crooked hearts—Melissa Albert
Fantasy
Seventeen-year-old Ivy's summer kicks off
with an accident: a stranger whose
appearance in the middle of the road, in the
middle of the night, heralds a string of increasingly
disturbing events. Soon Ivy grapples with unnatural
offerings, corroded memories and a dark secret she's
always known - but never faced - that there's more to
her mother, Dana, than meets the eye.

Mirror girls—Kelly McWilliams
Historical/Fantasy
As infants, twin sisters Charlie Yates and
Magnolia Heathwood were secretly separated
after the brutal lynching of their parents, who
died for loving across the color line. Now, at the dawn
of the Civil Rights Movement, Charlie is a young Black
organizer in Harlem, while white-passing Magnolia is
the heiress to a cotton plantation in rural Georgia.
Magnolia knows nothing of her racial heritage, but
secrets are hard to keep in a town haunted by the
ghosts of its slave-holding past. When Magnolia finally
learns the truth, her reflection mysteriously disappears
from mirrors--the sign of a terrible curse.

Heartbreakers and fakers—Cameron Lund
Romance
Penny Harris just ruined her life. As one of the
most popular girls in school, she's used to
being invited to every party, is dating the Jordan
Parker, and can't wait to rule senior year with her best
friend, Olivia. But when Penny wakes up on Jordan's
lawn the morning after his first-day-of-summer bash,
she knows something went terribly wrong the night
before. She kissed Kai Tanaka. Kai, her long-time
nemesis. Kai, Olivia's boyfriend. Penny can't figure out
what could have inspired her to do it--she loves Jordan
and she would never hurt Olivia--but one thing's for
sure: freshly dumped, and out a best friend, the idyllic
summer she pictured is over.

She’s too pretty to burn—Wendy Heard
Thriller
The summer is winding down in San Diego.
Veronica is bored, caustically charismatic,
and uninspired in her photography. Nico is
insatiable, subversive, and obsessed with chaotic
performance art. They're artists first, best friends
second. But that was before Mick. Delicate, lonely,
magnetic Mick: the perfect subject, and Veronica's
dream girl. The days are long and hot--full of adventure
--and soon they are falling in love. Falling so hard, they
never imagine what comes next.

Something certain maybe—Sara Barnard
Rosie is ready for her life to begin, because
nothing says new life like going to university.
After years of waiting and working hard, she's
finally on the road that will secure her future.
Except university turns out to be not what she hoped
or imagined, and although she's not exactly unhappy –
really! – she might be a little bit worried that she
doesn't really like her course much. Or her flatmates.
Or really anything? But it's normal to be homesick
(right?)

Twin crowns—Katherine Webber
Twin crowns; 1
Fantasy
Two sisters. One throne. Who will ultimately
rise to power and wear the crown? Wren
Greenrock has always known that one day
she would steal her sister's place in the palace. Trained
from birth to avenge her parents' murder and usurp the
princess, she will do anything to rise to power and
protect the community of witches she loves. Princess
Rose Valhart knows that with power comes
responsibility including marriage into a brutal kingdom.
Life outside the palace walls is a place to be feared and
she is soon to discover that it's wilder than she ever
imagined. Twin sisters separated at birth and raised
into entirely different worlds are about to get to know
each other's lives a whole lot better.
The secrets act—Alison Weatherby
Historical
Pearl and Ellen are recruited to work at code
-cracking HQ, Bletchley Park, during World
War Two. When the girls stumble across a
sinister plot which threatens the very soul of
the war effort, their budding friendship is put to the
test - especially when their hearts are on the line.

Remember me gone—Stacy Stokes
Thriller
At the Memory House, in Tumble Tree, Texas,
Lucy's father can literally erase folks'
heartache and tragic memories. Lucy can't wait to
learn the family trade and help alleviate others' pain,
and now, at sixteen, she finally can. But everything is
not as it seems. When Lucy practices memory-taking
on her dad, his memory won't come loose, and in the
bit that Lucy sees, there's a flash of Mama on the day
she died, tinged red with guilt. Then Lucy wakes up the
next morning with a bruised knee, a pocketful of desert
sand, and no memory of what happened.
This will be funny some day—Katie Henry
Sixteen-year-old Izzy is used to keeping her
thoughts to herself—in school, where her
boyfriend does the talking for her, and at home,
where it’s impossible to compete with her older
siblings and high-powered parents—but when she
accidentally walks into a stand-up comedy club and
performs, the experience is surprisingly cathartic. After
the show, she meets Mo, an aspiring comic who’s
everything Izzy’s not. Mo invites Izzy to join her group
of friends and introduces her to the Chicago open mic
scene. The only problem? Her new friends are college
students—and Izzy tells them she’s one, too.

When you get the chance—Emma Lord
Romance
Nothing will get in the way of Millie Price's
dream to become a Broadway star. Not her
lovable but super-introverted dad, who
after raising Millie alone, doesn't want to
watch her leave home to pursue her dream. Not her
pesky and ongoing drama club rival, Oliver, who is the
very definition of Simmering Romantic Tension. And
not the Millie Moods, the feelings of intense emotion
that threaten to overwhelm, always at maddeningly
inconvenient times. Millie needs an ally. And when a
left-open browser brings Millie to her dad's
embarrassingly moody LiveJournal from 2003, Millie
knows just what to do. She's going to find her mum.

Rebel boys and rescue dogs or things that
kiss with teeth—Brianna R Shrum
Romance
Seventeen-year-old Brynn Riley is perfect.
She's on a hundred committees, has earned
teacher's pet in practically every class she's ever taken,
and is on track to make valedictorian--salutatorian if
she REALLY slacks off, which, please. But one night,
Brynn makes a mistake. A big one. Why wouldn't the
cops show up on the one night she's ever cut loose in
her life? Why wouldn't she be assigned community
service for one tiny mistake (something she would DIE
over if word ever got out)? And why, of all things,
wouldn't a boy from school happen to work at the
pitbull rescue she chooses to do her community service
hours at?

When only one—Meg Getland-Vaness
Sam lives with his mum, dad and four
brothers in a small farming town. At his
school, there are three main factions: the
rich kids, the mid-grounders and the farm
kids who live on the outskirts. Sam is a
comfortable mid-grounder and life is pretty good. He
works as a lifeguard at the local surf club, is saving to
buy his first car, he's training with his friends for the
Ironman challenge, and on Sunday afternoons he and
his family take care packages to their less fortunate
neighbours. Then, five years since they last spoke,
Emily Burrow climbs back into Sam's life and
everything changes. Emily's life is very different to
Sam's - her absent father has returned and her mum
struggles with her mental health. Sam does his best to
be there for Emily when he wasn't for so long, but
there seems to be no right way to help her. When Rei
starts at school, Sam is smitten. Rei's parents are social
workers, she's from the rich side of town, and her life
seems a thousand miles away from how the kids on the
outskirts live. In a world that's ill-equipped to support
kids struggling with unseen burdens, is there a way to
help Emily before the worst happens?

Anxiety relief for teens—Regine Galanti
616.8522
Getting good grades, keeping up with social
media, maintaining friendships. You have a lot
on your plate and it's more difficult when you
add anxiety to the mix. You may even be avoiding
situations, events, or people that could trigger your
anxiety. So, how do you stop yourself from missing out
on life? Dr. Regine Galanti teaches you how CBT-based
skills and mindfulness techniques can help you manage
your anxiety and reverse negative patterns.
The snow laundry—Mette Jakobsen
The towers, 1
Dystopian
Sixteen-year-old Ally is one of 400 homeless
young people who have been promised new
and better lives in exchange for their votes. The once
homeless children and teenagers are now warm and
fed. But they are forced to work for the new
administration - and their new home is really a prison.
When Ally's boyfriend Bon vanishes into thin air, her
search for him leads her to discovering that the
homeless kids are really lab rats intended for scientific
testing. And as Ally delves deeper into her search for
Bon, she learns the frightening truth behind his
disappearance.

Happily ever island—Crystal Cestari
Romance
Head-in-the-clouds romantic Madison and
driven pragmatist Lanie are unlikely best
friends, but the two would do anything for each other.
So when Madison's life starts to fall apart, Lanie agrees
to join Madison for the test run of Disney's newest vacation experience: Happily Ever Island-an immersive
vacation destination, where adults can become their
favourite Disney character for a week. Madison will go
as the iconic Princess herself, Cinderella, and Lanie will
be Merida. It's not Lanie's idea of fun, but she knows
Madison needs her, and besides, she could use the
break from her strenuous workload anyway.
The silence that binds us—Joanna Ho
Maybelline Chen isn't the Chinese Taiwanese
American daughter her mother expects her
to be. May prefers hoodies over dresses and
wants to become a writer. When asked, her
mom can't come up with one specific reason for why
she's proud of her only daughter. May's beloved
brother, Danny, on the other hand, has just been
admitted to Princeton. But Danny secretly struggles
with depression, and when he dies by suicide, May's
world is shattered.

Camp so-and-so—Mary McCoy
Horror
The letters went out in mid-February. Each
letter invited its recipient to spend a week at
Camp So-and-So, a lakeside retreat for girls
nestled high in the Starveling Mountains. Each letter
came with a glossy brochure with photographs of
young women climbing rocks, performing
Shakespearean theatre under the stars, and spiking
volleyballs. Each letter was signed in ink by the famed
and reclusive businessman and philanthropist, Inge F.
Yancey IV. By the end of the month, twenty-five
applications had been completed, signed, and mailed to
a post office box in an obscure Appalachian town. Had
any of these girls tried to follow the directions in the
brochure and visit the camp for themselves on that day
in February, they would have discovered that there was
no such town and no such mountain and that no one
within a fifty-mile radius had ever heard of Camp
So-and-So.

The butterfly assassin—Fin Longman
Thriller
Trained and traumatised by a secret assassin
programme for minors, Isabel Ryans wants
nothing more than a new life as a normal civilian. And
she might just be in with a shot when she befriends
Emma Westray, because for the first time in her life
things are looking up. But when Isabel blows her cover
by impulsively murdering a burglar, she draws the
attention of the guilds - the two organisations who
control the city of Espera. An unaffiliated killer like
Isabel is either a potential asset or a threat to be
eliminated. Can a killer ever truly escape their ghosts?
Faking reality—Sara Fujimura
Romance
Dakota McDonald swore after The Great
Homecoming Disaster that she'd never allow
her romantic life to be a plot line in her parents' HGTV
show again. But when the restaurant run by the family
of her best friend (and secret crush), Leo, is on the line,
Dakota might end up eating her own words. Leo
Matsuda dreams of escaping the suffocating demands
of working in his family's restaurant, but the closer he
gets to his goal--thanks to the help of his best friend
(and secret crush) Dakota--the more reasons there are
for him to stay.

Confessions of an alleged good girl—Jaya
Goffney
Romance
Monique lives a perfect life - a preacher's
daughter and the girlfriend of the town's
golden boy. But it's not that simple. She's
torn between her parents who want the pure virginal
daughter, and her boyfriend, Dom, who wants to
explore the more intimate side of their relationship.
Tired of waiting, her boyfriend breaks up with her,
spurring Monique to discover she has a medical
condition that makes her far from perfect and she
concocts a plan to fix her body and win him back. With
the help of her frenemy, Sasha, the overly zealous
church girl Monique's mum pushes her to hang out
with, and Reggie, the town's not-so-good boy,
Monique must go on trips to unknown and
uncomfortable places to find the treatment that will
help her. But in doing so, she must face some home
truths: maybe she shouldn't be fixing her body to
please a boy, maybe Sasha is the friend she needed all
along and maybe Reggie isn't so bad at all.

